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Abstract

Adaptive Frame Selection for Enhanced Face Recognition in Low-Resolution Videos

by

Raghavender Reddy Jillela
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
West Virginia University
Arun Ross, PhD., Chair

Performing face detection and recognition in low-resolution videos (e.g., surveillance videos) is a challenging task. To enhance the biometric content in these videos, image-level and score-level fusion techniques can be used to consolidate the information available in successive low-resolution frames. In particular, super-resolution can be used to perform image-level fusion while the simple sum-rule can be used to perform score-level fusion. In this thesis we propose a technique which adaptively selects low-resolution frames for fusion based on optical flow information. The proposed technique automatically disregards frames that may cause severe artifacts in the super-resolved output by examining the optical flow matrices pertaining to successive frames. Experimental results demonstrate an improvement in the identification performance when adaptive frame selection is used to perform super-resolution. In addition, improvements in output image quality and computation time are observed. In score-level fusion, the low-resolution frames are first spatially interpolated and the simple sum rule is used to consolidate the match scores generated using the interpolated frames. On comparing the two fusion methods, it is observed that score-level fusion outperforms image-level fusion. This work highlights the importance of adaptive frame selection in the context of fusion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Face as a Biometric

The science of establishing the identity of an individual using physical or behavioural traits by employing automated or semi-automated techniques is known as biometrics. The primary tasks of a biometric system include verification, identification and surveillance. Some of the physical and behavioural traits of an individual that can be used for authentication purposes include: fingerprint, face, iris, hand geometry, DNA, retina, signature, voice, palmprint, gait, hand vein pattern, saccadic movements, ear, key stroke dynamics, and facial and hand thermograms.

Among the above mentioned list of biometric traits, face has a very high significance in human authentication because of the following properties:

- Universality: Face is one of the most common biometric traits possessed by all humans.

- Collectability: Facial information is very easily collectable, requiring minimal user interaction with sensors compared to other biometric systems.

- Acceptability: Face is widely considered as one of the most non-intrusive biometric feature to acquire.

Because of these properties, face biometrics has been extensively researched. Some of the research areas related to face biometrics are [5]:
(a) Face detection: The goal of face detection is to determine whether or not there are any faces in a given arbitrary image, and if present, to determine the location and extent of each face.

(b) Face tracking: The process of continuously estimating the location and possibly the orientation of a face in an image sequence in real time is termed as face tracking.

(c) Facial feature detection: A facial feature detection system detects the presence and location of features such as eyes, nose, nostrils, eyebrow, mouth, lips, ears, etc. with the assumption that there is only one face in an image.

(d) Face identification: A face recognition system compares an input image (probe) against multiple gallery images in order to determine the identity of the probe.

(e) Face verification: The purpose of a face authentication system is to verify the claim of the identity of an individual using an input face image.

Face detection and face recognition (both verification and identification) are the most widely researched areas in the face biometric domain. Many commercial applications have been developed based on these techniques and have been employed in real world problems such as airport security, access control, surveillance, and smart environments at home and in cars [6], [7]. Though face has been considered as one of the most easily collectable biometric feature and face biometric systems exhibit good matching performance, many challenges still exist, providing a scope for improvement in many ways [8]. Some of the most significant challenges associated with face detection or face recognition systems are listed below:

(1) Variations in pose: Depending on the relative camera-face pose, images of the face of the same individual might vary substantially. This might also occlude some of the facial features making the detection and recognition tasks difficult. Figure 1.1 shows the left, frontal and right profiles of an individual, illustrating the changes in appearance due to pose variations.

(2) Illumination changes: The appearance of a face can be hugely impacted by the characteristics of illuminating source such as source distribution and intensity.
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Figure 1.1: Left, frontal, and right profiles of an individual.

Figure 1.2: Example of illumination variation [1].

(3) Variation in expressions: The appearance of a face is dependent on the expression of the individual. As seen in Figure 1.3, expressions such as smiling, laughing and neutral face can change the appearance of an individual.

Figure 1.3: Example of expression variation [2].

(4) Occlusions: Face biometric systems detect or recognize faces by extracting features from images. In cases where faces are partially occluded by objects, extracting some of the features would be impossible which reduces the matching accuracy of the system. Example of partially occluded faces are shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Example of partially occluded faces.

(5) Image orientation: Appearance of a face in an image varies with the different angles of rotation of face about the camera’s optical axis. This makes the task of detection and recognition of an individual very difficult. Figure 1.5 shows an individual’s facial image captured with different angles of rotation about the camera’s optical axis.

Figure 1.5: Example of image orientation.
(6) Aging: With increasing age, the appearance of human face changes. This includes variations in size and shape of the face, and possibilities of variations in skin color and texture. An example of variation in the face with age is shown in Figure 1.6.

(7) Presence of structural components: Structural components such as beards, moustaches, glasses, or hats can alter the appearance of an individual by a great extent. Figure 1.7 illustrates variations in the appearance of an individual due to the presence of structural components.

Like several other biometric features, face biometrics can be used for verification, identification or surveillance. These tasks can be carried out by using either images or videos containing facial images in static or dynamic backgrounds. Some of the applications using face as a biometric include access control, law enforcement and surveillance tasks. Access control usually occurs in a controlled setting where individuals voluntarily submit their facial profile. In surveillance tasks, individuals are not expected to cooperatively
interact with cameras, thereby resulting in an uncontrolled setting. Law enforcement tasks usually deal with both scenarios ranging from static mug-shot verification to identification in a dynamic background.

1.2 Face Biometrics in Surveillance Applications

1.2.1 Surveillance

Surveillance, in a broad sense, can be defined as the monitoring of activities of individuals or groups from a position of higher authority. Surveillance serves two main needs of a society: security, and safety in life and work activities. Surveillance can be carried out in different domains ranging from traffic regulation to monitoring places of interest, or to merely deter individuals from committing unlawful activities. Surveillance can be carried out either as:

- a covert operation, in which individuals do not have any knowledge about surveillance activities, or as

- an overt operation, where individuals know that they are subject to some kind of monitoring, and are provided with reminders of monitoring actions.

1.2.2 Biometric Surveillance

Biometric surveillance is a subset of surveillance where individuals in consideration can be monitored by automated systems dependent on biometric features. With an increasing demand for security and safety, biometric surveillance is becoming an important technology in today’s world. Face is one of the most widely used biometric for biometric surveillance. Although other biometric features like the iris could potentially be used
for surveillance purposes, usage of face biometric systems is more widespread due to its properties of universality, acceptability and collectability. Biometric surveillance using facial features is carried out prominently by recording the images or videos of individuals. Surveillance images and videos captured using various sensors are main sources for documenting and archiving the monitored activities of concern.

Surveillance videos are video sequences recorded by visual surveillance systems which are used for monitoring and registering the activities of people, objects or processes in spaces of special interest for security and control purposes. Video surveillance systems are prominently used in security and traffic monitoring. A set of sample frames from surveillance videos recording humans can be seen in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Sample frames from surveillance videos.

1.3 Motivation

Human surveillance videos can be used to identify and track individuals of interest or generate watch lists, depending on the level of automation. Systems can be designed to detect and/or recognize faces in a complex situation, either in an online or offline mode, depending on the level of resources and technology used. In most applications, the task of identifying individuals in surveillance videos is performed by human experts rather than employing automated computer vision routines due to the complexity associated with it.

Though automated face detection or recognition systems for surveillance videos are already in use, there are many concerns which still need to be addressed. Some of the major challenges related to face detection or recognition in surveillance videos are listed below:

(a) Surveillance videos typically involve uncontrolled situations, both with respect to the individual as well as the external conditions. In cases where video surveillance is

\[\text{http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2005/07/22/international/22cnd-london.1.html}\]
carried out as a covert task, any kind of co-operation from the humans in the videos is not expected. Also since the cameras are deployed in an uncontrolled environment, there is a possibility that external conditions, like weather, may cause problems in extracting regions of interest. A good example of the above mentioned case is a surveillance camera employed in a parking lot.

(b) Since surveillance cameras are usually deployed in public spaces such as metro stations, airports, supermarkets, office buildings, hospitals, etc., the ensuing videos record human subjects from a significant distance. Due to this reason, the size of faces in a surveillance video can be very small. This reduces the inter-pupillary distance which is a crucial factor in detecting or recognizing faces.

(c) As surveillance videos are captured in an uncontrolled environment, motion blur can be present in the frames of the videos. Motion blur further aggravates the complexity of the human identification problem in surveillance videos.

(d) Adding to these factors, since most surveillance videos are generally low resolution videos, human identification tasks become extremely difficult.

With the increasing demand for face biometric systems, the need to develop better automated systems is growing. Many attempts have been made to improve the performance of biometric systems in surveillance applications [9], [10], [11], [12]. To improve the performance of a face biometric system, focus is placed mainly on the task of retrieving a relatively good facial profile from the videos.

1.4 Problem Statement

Given a low resolution video \( \overline{V} \), containing \( n \) frames (i.e., images) \( \{f_1, f_2, f_3, ..., f_n\} \), it is desired to obtain a subset of frames \( \{h_1, h_2, h_3, ..., h_k\} \), \( k \leq n \), which have favorable facial information for reliable face detection and recognition. This can be achieved by implementing various video and image processing techniques, to first extract the facial region in the video and then increase the facial information content in the video. Also, it is desired that the images generated by these processes have a better image quality.

Further, it is desired to develop a technique to drop frames from the original sequence based on some inherent criteria of the video so as to improve the recognition performance.
using the remaining frames. The technique could drop frames based on any effective criteria such as poor quality, motion blur, pose changes or a combination of these. This would help in effective recognition in cases when it is known that one individual is present in a video and the best quality image has to be retrieved. This technique can also help in an online environment when only good quality images of individuals need to be archived.

1.5 Approach of the Thesis

To achieve the goal of generating a better quality image from a given surveillance video, super-resolution techniques can be applied for increasing the information content in an image. Super resolution techniques process a single frame or a set of frames and output a higher resolution image. This thesis focuses on one technique in particular, super-resolution optical flow, due to its applicability to videos containing human faces.

To drop the frames in a given video, emphasis is laid mainly on the quality aspect of an image. It is attempted to mathematically formulate motion, an inherent component of video, which can be used as a liminal to eliminate motion blurred images.

Fusion of frames can be considered as an effective means of obtaining a better image from a given set of images. This concept was described in [13] as a noise removal process, where motion was not present between consecutive frames. This thesis tries to extend the concept by adaptively selecting frames, based on the motion between successive frames, and fusing them for obtaining a good quality output. The frames which are dropped due to the high motion component can be considered as those frames which refer to changes in scene or pose of an individual in the video.

The thesis is organized as follows: first, an introduction to super-resolution and other image processing techniques which can be used to extract maximum facial information from an image, are discussed. In Chapter 3, super-resolution optical flow and the proposed adaptive frame selection technique are explained. Image quality metrics are discussed in chapter four. Results of the experiments conducted and the inferences are included in chapter five. The final chapter discusses the contributions of the thesis and directions for future work.
Chapter 2

Super Resolution

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Image Resolution

According to [14], image resolution can be defined as the smallest discernible or measurable detail in a visual presentation. In digital image processing and computer vision, the term resolution can be used in the following ways [14]:

- Spatial resolution, which refers to the spacing of pixels in an image. Usually spacial resolution is measured in pixels per inch (ppi). For a given image, higher the spatial resolution, greater the number of pixels, and correspondingly smaller the size of individual pixels in that image. Higher spatial resolution allows for more detail and subtle color transitions in an image.

- Brightness resolution, usually refers to the number of brightness levels that can be recorded at any given pixel. The brightness resolution for monochrome images is usually 256, implying that one level is represented by 8 bits. For full color images, at least 24 bits are used to represent one brightness level, i.e., 8 bits per color plane (red, green and blue).

- Temporal resolution, which refers to the number of frames captured per second also commonly known as the frame rate. It is related to the amount of perceptible motion between the frames. Higher frame rates result in more clarity and less smearing due
to movements in the scene. Frame rates of 25 frames per second, or above, are usually considered suitable for a pleasing view.

In this work, the term resolution refers to the spatial resolution.

### 2.1.2 Image Super-Resolution

Super-resolution is the process of generating a raster image of a scene with a higher resolution than its source [15]. A super resolved image possesses higher pixel density when compared to its source image and thus offers more details about the scene captured in the image. Figure 2.1 shows a sample high resolution (HR) image that can be obtained by super resolving a low resolution image (LR).

![Figure 2.1: Super resolved HR image from a LR image.](image)

The source used to generate a super-resolved image can comprise of a single image or a set of images. Based on the number of source images used, super-resolution techniques may be classified into two groups:

(a) Techniques that use a single image, which interpolate the pixel information available in the image.

(b) Techniques that use multiple images, and output a higher resolution image by fusing the pixel information from multiple observations of the same scene.

A detailed discussion of the various super-resolution techniques, along with their classifications, is provided in the following sections of this chapter.
2.2 Observation Model

To understand and analyze the process of generating HR images from LR images using super-resolution, it is necessary to formulate an observation model. Most of the observation models for super-resolution algorithms are based on a fundamental principle that the super-resolved image when appropriately warped and down-sampled, should generate a set of low resolution input images [4].

Consider a HR image $x$ of size $L_1 N_1 \times L_2 N_2$, with the parameters $L_1$ and $L_2$ representing the down-sampling factors in the observation model along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Each observed LR image of size $N_1 \times N_2$ is represented by $y_k$ where $k = 1, 2, ..., p$ and $p$ is the total number of LR images. It is assumed that $x$ remains constant during the acquisition of the multiple LR images, except for any motion and degradation allowed by the model. Therefore, the observed LR images result from warping, blurring and subsampling operators performed on the HR image $x$. With the assumption that each LR image is corrupted by additive noise, the observation model can be represented by the following equation:

$$y_k = DB_k M_k x + n_k \text{ for } 1 \leq k \leq p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $M_k$ is the warp matrix, $B_k$ represents a blur matrix, $D$ is a subsampling matrix and $n_k$ represents the additive noise that corrupts the image. Figure 2.2 illustrates the described observational model.

![Figure 2.2: Observation model relating LR images to HR images, based on [4].](image-url)
2.3 Super Resolution Techniques

Based on the algorithm used, super-resolution techniques can be classified into two categories: Reconstruction - based and Recognition - based [16]. Reconstruction based techniques operate directly on image pixel intensities and super-resolve an image sequence by fusing the information from various observations of the same scene [17]. Recognition based techniques on the other hand, learn the features of low resolution input images and synthesize the corresponding high resolution output [4].

On the other hand, super-resolution techniques can also be broadly divided into techniques for still images and for video sequences, but it can be considered that a video sequence technique is a straight forward extension of still image models [18]. Description of each technique, along with the literature review are presented in the following sections.

2.3.1 Super-resolution using Single Image

Resolution of an image can be increased by interpolating the pixel intensities. A number of interpolation algorithms have been proposed in the image processing domain, ranging from nearest-neighbor, bilinear, to cubic spline interpolation [19, 20].

More sophisticated algorithms, like edge-preserving techniques [21], regularization-based approaches [22], and Bayesian algorithms [23] have been explained in the survey paper of Schultz and Stevenson [24]. Interpolation of an image by modeling of Markov networks is explained in the paper by Freeman and Pasztor [25]. It was noted in the work by Baker and Kanade [26] that while interpolation can give good results when the input images are of fairly high resolution, it often performs worse as the input images get smaller. Also, it was mentioned by Park et. al. [27] that, typically, image interpolation methods cannot be viewed as super-resolution techniques as they cannot recover the high-frequency components of low resolution images.

2.3.2 Super-resolution using Multiple Images

Elad and Feuer [28] described the process of obtaining a high-resolution image from multiple low resolution images when there is no relative motion between the camera and the scene. If there is a small relative motion, the first step to obtain a super-resolved image would be to register the images. This is done by computing the motion of pixels between
image pairs. After the motion is computed, a high resolution image can be obtained by fusing several successive frames covering the same scene. Motion can be calculated using a simple parametric form [29] or by using an optical flow field [30].

Numerous techniques have been proposed for reconstructing a single high-resolution image from multiple low-resolution images of the same scene, which differ by the methods used and assumptions made. The earliest work was by Tsai and Huang [17] in the Fourier domain. A registration approach was proposed which was based on minimizing the energy of the high-resolution signal. In this work, the factors of noise and blur were not considered. Kim et. al [31] extended this work to include noise and blur by using Tikhonov regularization.

In [32], the restoration and interpolation steps were combined together, assuming that the shifts between pixels were known exactly. In [33], the method of projection onto convex sets (POCS) [34] was used to account for noise and blur. Irani and Peleg [35] proposed an iterative technique to estimate the displacements, similar to the back-projection method commonly used in computed tomography. The application of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation and POCS for this problem was described in [28]. The technique of applying simultaneous restoration, registration and interpolation was described in [36] by using a MAP framework. Baker and Kanade [37] propose an algorithm for simultaneous estimation of super-resolution video and optical flow taking as input a conventional video stream. A discussion on how this technique is particularly useful for super-resolution of video sequences of faces is provided in the following sections.

2.4 Techniques used in Super-Resolution

As discussed in the above sections, for super-resolution using multiple images, it is necessary to calculate the shifts of pixel intensities occurring in low-resolution images. In most practical applications, in addition to the fact that these shifts are unknown, the low-resolution images might be degraded by blur and noise. Thus, before interpolation to reconstruct the high-resolution image it is necessary to restore the low-resolution images. Therefore, reconstruction of high-resolution images involves the following three tasks: restoration of the low-resolution images, registration of the low resolution images to find the shifts, and interpolation to reconstruct the high-resolution image. These tasks can be
implemented sequentially or simultaneously according to the reconstruction techniques adopted. A brief explanation of a few image processing tasks, used in the process of super-resolution, is provided in the following sections.

2.4.1 Registration

Registration of images is the process of overlaying two or more images by calculating a transformation, which aligns the images together. Given two images $I_1$ and $I_2$ where $I_1(x, y)$ and $I_2(x, y)$ represent the intensity values of each image at the location $(x, y)$, the registration of images can be expressed as:

$$I_2(x, y) = g(I_1(f(x, y)))$$ (2.2)

where $f$ is a two dimensional spatial coordinate transformation which maps the two spatial coordinates $x$ and $y$, to new spatial coordinates $x'$ and $y'$, such that

$$(x', y') = f(x, y)$$ (2.3)

and $g$ is a one dimensional intensity transformation.

Registration is useful in various image processing tasks such as motion analysis, change detection and image fusion. Registration is needed to fuse information contained in two images, which differ due to variation in factors such as time, sensors, viewpoint and position of the object under consideration or motion.

The steps involved in registering two images can be listed as follows:

- Detection of features: First, the most significant features or landmark points are selected either manually or automatically. The selected points could be any of the area based, line based, region based or edge based features present in the image. Shi and Tomasi [38] provide a detailed explanation of selecting good features for registration.

- Matching of features: The selected features can be matched by using either the image intensity values in the close neighborhoods, or the spatial distribution of the features. To speed up the feature matching process, pyramidal approaches can be used [39].
• Estimation of transformation model: After the features are matched, a mapping function which describes the correspondence between the matched features is calculated. The mapping functions can range from simple affine or geometric transformations to complex spline based models [40]. Based on the amount of information used to generate a model, transformation models can be classified into either global or local mapping models. Global models use all the feature points in an image to generate a transformation model where as the local models use feature points in the tessellated image.

• Transformation of images: By using the transformation model or the mapping function calculated by the previous step, images are transformed and registered with each other. Techniques like warping or blending of images are used to fuse the images using the mapping functions.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of image registration. Different techniques used for image registration are listed in [41] and [42]. In the current work, image registration is performed by estimating the difference in intensities between two images by calculating the optical flow.

Figure 2.3: Registration of two images by manual feature selection.
2.4.2 Interpolation

Interpolation refers to the estimation of pixel intensities when an image is resized from a lower resolution to a higher resolution. Interpolation techniques can be mainly classified into two groups: *adaptive* and *non-adaptive* techniques [43]. Adaptive techniques depend on the intrinsic features of an image like hue, edge information, etc [44]. On the other hand, non-adaptive techniques do not use any intrinsic feature of an image and apply a specific computational logic on the image pixel intensities to interpolate an image. Non-adaptive techniques are attractive and are widely used due to their ease of computation. Some of the non-adaptive techniques are: nearest neighbor, bilinear and bicubic interpolation. Figure 2.4 illustrates an image interpolated with various non-adaptive techniques. A detailed discussion of image interpolation techniques and an evaluation between the performance of each technique is listed in [45]. A survey of interpolation techniques in the medical image processing domain is presented in [46].

Figure 2.4: Non-adaptive interpolation methods: original image (top left) enlarged ten times using nearest neighbor (top right), bilinear (bottom left), and bicubic (bottom right) interpolation methods, respectively.
2.4.3 Restoration

Image degradation occurs mainly during image acquisition or transmission [47]. Major types of degradation refer to blur, noise, geometrical deformation, etc. Image restoration refers to the process of improving the information content present in a degraded image, by estimating a mathematical model for the degradation.

The goal of restoration is to remove identified distortion from an observed image $g$, providing a best possible estimate $\hat{f}$ of the original undistorted image $f$. Major tasks in image restoration are: noise removal and image de-blurring. The degradation, or blurring, of an image can be caused by factors like motion during image capture or out-of-focus optics. A blurred or degraded image can be approximately modeled by the following equation:

$$g = Hf + n,$$

(2.4)

where $g$ refers to the blurred image, $f$ refers to the original image, $H$ is the distortion operator, also called the point spread function (PSF) and $n$ is additive noise, introduced during image acquisition, that corrupts the image. In the spatial domain, the PSF describes the degree to which an optical system blurs or spreads a point of light. The importance of the PSF is that based on the modeling of PSF, the task of deblurring can be easily performed. Deblurring of an image can be done by de-convolving the blurred image with the PSF that exactly describes the distortion. The quality of the deblurred image is mainly determined by knowledge of the PSF [48]. A good review of image restoration techniques is provided in [49].

2.5 Applications of Super-Resolution

Super-resolution is a very important process for generating high resolution images in applications such as:

(a) Video surveillance

(b) Video enhancement and restoration

(c) Video standards conversion

(d) Digital mosaicing
(e) Forensic, scientific, medical and satellite imaging.

2.6 Human Faces in Surveillance Videos

Most super-resolution techniques try to register images by using simple parametric transformations such as translations and warps. An assumption is made in most techniques that the objects in the video sequences are rigid. Though the assumption works well in static scenes, the performances of these techniques degrade in the case of human faces in surveillance videos, as human faces are non-planar, non-rigid, non-lambertian and subject to self occlusion [37], [16]. To handle the problem of non-rigidity of faces, authors in [37] suggest allowing the image registration to be an arbitrary flow field. Optical flow techniques can effectively be used to achieve this purpose. The following section discusses optical flow and some of the significant techniques used in its computation.

2.7 Optical Flow

The process of estimating motion in time-ordered image sequences as either instantaneous image velocities or discrete image displacements can be referred as optical flow field estimation [50]. Optical flow estimation is very useful in performing motion detection, image mosaicing, image reconstruction and object segmentation tasks. Following are the major classes of optical flow estimation [51]:

(a) Differential techniques which compute velocity from spatiotemporal derivatives of image intensity or filtered versions of the image using low or band pass filters.

(b) Region based techniques which consider maximizing a similarity measure or minimizing a distance measure and compute the velocities using region based matching.

(c) Energy based techniques which are based on the the function of output energy of velocity tuned filters in the fourier domain.

(d) Phase based techniques which estimate velocity in terms of phase behavior of band pass filter outputs.
The following major assumptions are taken into account, when optical flow between two images is to be computed:

(a) Brightness is constant across the set of frames in consideration.

(b) Motion occurring in two consecutive frames is small.

\[ I_A(x, y) = I_B(x + \delta x, y + \delta y). \]  

(2.5)

By using the Taylor series expansion, intensity of the pixel in the second image can be expressed as following:

\[ I_B(x + \delta x, y + \delta y) = I_B(x, y) + \frac{\partial I_B}{\partial x} \delta x + \frac{\partial I_B}{\partial y} \delta y + \text{higher order terms}. \]  

(2.6)

By neglecting the higher order terms, the equation can be written as:

\[ I_B(x + \delta x, y + \delta y) \approx I_B(x, y) + \frac{\partial I_B}{\partial x} \delta x + \frac{\partial I_B}{\partial y} \delta y. \]  

(2.7)

From equation (2.5), it can be written as:

\[ I_B(x + \delta x, y + \delta y) - I_A(x, y) = 0. \]  

(2.8)
By using equation \((2.7)\), we get:
\[
I^B(x, y) + I_x \delta x + I_y \delta y - I^A(x, y) \approx 0,
\] (2.9)

where \(I_x = \frac{\partial I^B}{\partial x}\) and \(I_y = \frac{\partial I^B}{\partial y}\). Now, the above equation can be modified as follows:
\[
(I^B(x, y) - I^A(x, y)) + I_x \delta x + I_y \delta y \approx 0,
\] (2.10)
\[
I_t + I_x \delta x + I_y \delta y \approx 0.
\] (2.11)

Thus, the classical optic flow constraint equation can be written as:
\[
I_x u + I_y v + I_t \approx 0,
\] (2.12)

where \(I\) represents the intensity of the pixel under consideration and \((u, v)\) respectively represent the horizontal and vertical components of the flow, and the subscripts stand for differentiation. The equation is not sufficient to determine \((u, v)\) and, thus, optic flow computation by this equation is an under constrained problem.

The optic flow equation can be solved by imposing additional constraints. The conditions applied to solve the equation vary with the optical technique considered. Optical flow techniques can be classified into global or local techniques, based on the manner in which the conditions are imposed.

Global techniques usually impose constraints over the whole image space whereas local techniques exploit information from a small neighborhood around an examined pixel. The imposition of constraints over the whole image space, in global techniques, introduces a correlation among the field vectors that might not have any physical reason across motion boundaries. Thus, global techniques usually produce incorrect flattening of the computed field. Though improvements have been suggested for global techniques, they are computationally demanding [52].

On the other hand, local techniques are simple and fast. As these techniques do not impose any smoothness over large patches of images, they offer the advantage of eliminating any undesirable flattening effects of the motion field.

One very popular local technique suggested by Lucas and Kanade [53] is considered for optical flow calculations and registration of images in this work.
2.8 Lucas-Kanade Technique

According to the discussion in the previous section, Lucas-Kanade method divides the original image into smaller sections and assumes a constant velocity in each section. Thus, the optical flow equation for a pixel $p_i$, which is the center of a window, can be written as:

$$I_t(p_i) + \nabla I(p_i) \cdot \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

If a window of size $3 \times 3$ is assumed, a set of 9 equations can be obtained per pixel, which can be written in matrix form as:

$$\begin{bmatrix} I_x(p_1) & I_y(p_1) \\ I_x(p_2) & I_y(p_2) \\ . & . \\ . & . \\ . & . \\ I_x(p_9) & I_y(p_9) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} = - \begin{bmatrix} I_t(p_1) \\ I_t(p_2) \\ . \\ . \\ . \\ I_t(p_9) \end{bmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (2.14)$$

The above equation can be written in a simplified manner as follows:

$$Ad = b,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

where $A = \begin{bmatrix} I_x(p_1) & I_y(p_1) \\ I_x(p_2) & I_y(p_2) \\ . & . \\ . & . \\ . & . \\ I_x(p_9) & I_y(p_9) \end{bmatrix}, \ d = \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} \text{ and } b = - \begin{bmatrix} I_t(p_1) \\ I_t(p_2) \\ . \\ . \\ . \\ I_t(p_9) \end{bmatrix}$. Solution for equation (2.15) can be achieved by solving the least squares problem, which leads to the following equation:

$$(A^T A)d = A^T b.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

Thus, we get:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \sum I_x I_x & \sum I_x I_y \\ \sum I_x I_y & \sum I_y I_y \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} = - \begin{bmatrix} \sum I_x I_t \\ \sum I_y I_t \end{bmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (2.17)$$
The above equation can be solved for the values of $u$ and $v$, the displacements of a pixel along the vertical and horizontal axes, by considering:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  u \\
  v 
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
  \sum I_x^2 & \sum I_x I_y \\
  \sum I_x I_y & \sum I_y^2 
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} 
\begin{bmatrix}
  -\sum I_x I_t \\
  -\sum I_y I_t 
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(2.18)
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Super-Resolution Optical Flow

3.1 Introduction

Super-resolution optical flow, first described in [37], is a technique for simultaneously computing both the optical flow and a higher resolution version of an entire video. This spatial domain algorithm is very useful in processing human surveillance videos due to its:

- ability to accurately register motion between successive frames in a given video, and
- applicability to face videos, as it allows image registration to be an arbitrary flow field.

Like all other super-resolution algorithms, super-resolution optical flow technique has four major steps towards obtaining a high resolution image: Registration, Warping, Fusion and Deblurring [37]. The strength of super-resolution optical flow lies in the fact that it combines the registration and fusion steps, estimating both registration and super-resolution of the images at the same time.

3.2 Super-Resolution Optical Flow Algorithm

Let \( \mathcal{V} \) be a low resolution video sequence and \( F = \{f_1, f_2, f_3, ..., f_n\} \), denote the \( n \) frames constituting \( \mathcal{V} \). To obtain a super-resolution version of the \( i^{th} \) frame, \( f_i' \), super-resolution optical flow algorithm utilizes a set of frames \( f_{i-2}, f_{i-1}, f_i, f_{i+1} \) and \( f_{i+2} \). The steps involved in the execution of the algorithm are as follows:
Frames \( \{b_1, b_2, b_3, ..., b_n\} \), having twice the resolution of the original frames are obtained by bilinearly interpolating \( \{f_1, f_2, f_3, ..., f_n\} \), respectively.

The optical flow fields relating the frame \( b_i \) with frames \( b_{i-2}, b_{i-1}, b_{i+1} \) and \( b_{i+2} \) are computed.

Using the calculated optical flow, \( b_{i-2} \) and \( b_{i-1} \) are warped ‘forward’ while \( b_{i+1} \) and \( b_{i+2} \) are warped ‘backward’ into the coordinate frame of \( b_i \) to obtain the warped frames \( w_{i-2,i}, w_{i-1,i}, w_{i,i+1} \) and \( w_{i,i+2} \) respectively.

The four warped frames are blended with \( b_i \) using robust mean calculations and the resulting image is deblurred by a Wiener deconvolution filter to obtain a final super-resolution image, \( f'_i \).

This process is repeated for all the frames in the video sequence, starting from \( f_3 \) till \( f_{n-3} \). Figure 3.1 illustrates the technique using a flow diagram.

![Flow diagram of super resolution optic flow.](image-url)

The technique was originally discussed in [54]. This algorithm has been evaluated on various databases in [55] and [56].
3.3 Generalized Version

The original version of super-resolution optical flow [37] considers five successive frames to generate a super resolved image. Given a video with \( n \) frames, starting from third frame and continuing until the third frame from last, this technique can effectively generate \((n - 3)\) super-resolved frames.

In [56], the same algorithm was implemented by considering \((2k + 1)\) frames for generating a high resolution frame, where the value of \( k \) was varied as \( k = 1, 2, 3 \) and \( 4 \). A brief description of the algorithm considering \( k = 1 \) is provided here. The process for obtaining a super-resolved image in this case remains the same as the original super-resolution optical flow algorithm, except for the number of frames used. For a given frame \( f_i \), its super-resolved version \( f'_i \) is obtained by considering the frames \( f_{i-1}, f_i \) and \( f_{i+1} \). The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

\[ \text{Figure 3.2: Super-resolution optic flow algorithm with } k = 1. \]
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3.4 Impact of the number of frames

Generally, the performance evaluation of a super-resolution technique is based on the quality of the super-resolved frame and the number of reconstruction errors present in it. Quality assessment refers to objective quality measurement by using quality metrics and visual evaluation. A good super-resolution technique often outputs a higher quality frame with the least number of reconstruction or estimation errors. In [56], a discussion on the effect of variation of number of frames used for reconstruction on the output is presented. The authors suggest that by considering $k=2$ (i.e., 5 frames), an optimal value for trading reconstruction quality with computation time, a super-resolved frame with minimal reconstruction error can be obtained.

Implementation and performance of super-resolution optical flow technique with $k=1$ and $k=2$ (using 3 and 5 frames, respectively) is studied in this thesis. Quality assessment for evaluating the performance of super-resolution optical flow using $k=2$ and $k=1$ was done visually.

Visual evaluation is performed by a human observer, manually inspecting a super-resolved frame and rating the performance of the technique used to produce the frame. Since visual evaluation is a time consuming process, no statistics were recorded using human observers in this thesis. A short inspection carried out by a human observer reveals that not all frames in the sets generated by using $k=1$ and $k=2$ are of high quality.

Certain frames are corrupted by noise and contain artifacts, which alter the appearance of an individual in the frame. A difference in the outputs by varying the image reconstruction technique can be seen in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3: A closer look at the super-resolution frames reconstructed using $k=2$ and $k=1$.](image-url)
3.5 Artifacts or Reconstruction Errors

Artifacts are a group of noisy pixels induced in a high resolution frame due to incorrect registration between two input frames. They can range from minor pixel value estimation errors to completely degraded frames which can heavily alter the information content in a frame. Artifacts in a frame occur due to incorrect registration which is caused by a large displacement due to motion in a scene, or by noise in the system.

If large motion occurs in a short frame of time, aligning the corresponding frames might cause reconstruction errors resulting in artifacts. A detailed discussion about the extent of reconstruction errors in high-resolution frames generated by using super-resolution optical flow with $k=1$ and $k=2$ and their causes are presented below.

Visual evaluation of the reconstructed frames reveals that the number of artifacts occurring in frames generated with $k=2$ is more compared to that of $k=1$. It was also observed that the number of frames affected by artifacts were high in the case of $k=2$. The effect of image degradation was due to the impact of the frames succeeding and preceding the frame which exhibited large motion.

Suppose that in a set of low resolution frames \{\(f_k, f_{k+1}, f_{k+2}, f_{k+3}, f_{k+4}, f_{k+5}\}\), the frames \(f_{k+2}\) and \(f_{k+3}\) have a large inter-frame motion, then not only do the reconstructed frames \(f'_{k+2}\) and \(f'_{k+3}\) suffered degradation, but also the frames \(f'_k\) till \(f'_{k+5}\) show estimation errors. The reason for such effect is the repeated usage of a frame, with large pixel displacements, during the reconstruction process. Since a given frame is considered a large number of times during the reconstruction process for $k=2$, the artifacts are seen in more number of output frames. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the discussed effect.

![Figure 3.4: Low resolution frames used for super-resolution process.](image)

Since presence of artifacts hinders the recognition performance; it is desirable to eliminate artifacts in the output frames. To achieve artifact elimination, a technique is needed which first discards the frames with large motion. This can be achieved by adaptively selecting frames, which forms a basis for the Adaptive Frame Selection (AFS) technique.
3.6 Adaptive Frame Selection Technique

The adaptive frame selection technique aims to overcome the registration errors caused by inter-frame motion and to improve the performance of the super-resolution optical flow technique. The purpose of this technique is to adaptively choose the frames in a given video sequence for the reconstruction process based on the motion occurring between two consecutive frames. The main features of this algorithm are:

• quantification of motion between frames, and
• frame selection, which would be used for super-resolution frame reconstruction.

3.7 Inter-Frame Motion Parameter

A technique to quantify the motion between two consecutive frames by utilizing the information from optical flow calculations is presented in this section. A parameter called Inter-Frame Motion Parameter, $\beta$, which records the motion between two consecutive frames is proposed. Assume two consecutive frames, $f_k$ and $f_{k+1}$, in a given video sequence $V$, both having a resolution of $(M \times N)$ pixels. Let the intensities of pixels in $f_k$ and
If \( f_{k+1} \) be represented by the equations (3.1) and (3.2), respectively.

\[
I_f_k = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{1,1} & a_{1,2} & \cdots & a_{1,N} \\
a_{2,1} & a_{2,2} & \cdots & a_{2,N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{M,1} & a_{M,2} & \cdots & a_{M,N}
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
I_{f_{k+1}} = \begin{bmatrix}
b_{1,1} & b_{1,2} & \cdots & b_{1,N} \\
b_{2,1} & b_{2,2} & \cdots & b_{2,N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
b_{M,1} & b_{M,2} & \cdots & b_{M,N}
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{3.2}
\]

By using the Lucas-Kanade algorithm, the optical flow matrices are calculated. The optical flow matrices \( u_{k,k+1} \) and \( v_{k,k+1} \), which represent the individual pixel displacements of the pixels in the frames \( f_k \) and \( f_{k+1} \) in both \( x \) and \( y \) directions, can be represented as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta_{1,1} & \delta_{1,2} & \cdots & \delta_{1,N} \\
\delta_{2,1} & \delta_{2,1} & \cdots & \delta_{2,N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\delta_{M,1} & \delta_{M,2} & \cdots & \delta_{M,N}
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{1,1} & \sigma_{1,2} & \cdots & \sigma_{1,N} \\
\sigma_{2,1} & \sigma_{2,1} & \cdots & \sigma_{2,N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\sigma_{M,1} & \sigma_{M,2} & \cdots & \sigma_{M,N}
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{3.4}
\]

where \( \delta_{pq} \) and \( \sigma_{pq} \) denote the displacements between the frames \( I_f_k \) and \( I_{f_{k+1}} \) at the pixel location \( (p, q) \) along \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively.

After calculating the optical flow, the flow magnitude matrix \( \Xi \) is populated by con-
considering the L2 norm of the displacements along both axes at each pixel. Thus we have,

\[ L = \{ L_{p,q} \}, \quad (3.5) \]

for \( p \in P \) and \( q \in Q \) and \( p=\{1,2,3,...,M\}, \ q=\{1,2,3,...,N\} \), where

\[ L_{p,q} = \| \delta_{p,q} - \sigma_{p,q} \|_2. \quad (3.6) \]

Once the flow magnitude matrix \( L \) is calculated, the mean of the top \( m \) values of the matrix, sorted in descending order, represents \( \beta \). For every consecutive pair of frames, \( f_k \) and \( f_{k+1} \) in the sequence, \( \beta(f_k, f_{k+1}) \) is computed. All \( \beta \) values are then normalized by using the min-max rule to transform the data to a new range, generally \([0,1]\).

### 3.8 Threshold Value

After obtaining the inter-frame motion values for the entire video, a threshold \( T \) is decided which is used for adaptive selection of frames. Selecting the value for \( T \) is an important task as it helps detect the frames possessing large inter-frame motion values. The value of \( T \) in our experiments is decided empirically.

All successive frames whose beta values fall below \( T \) would be used for reconstruction process. Since the frames with beta values greater than \( T \) are considered to have high motion, they could be thought of as frames which contain multiple poses of the same subject. This information could later be used for selecting frames pertaining to an individual’s face recorded at different pose angles. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 describe the process and the algorithm of adaptive fusion technique, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart for the proposed adaptive fusion technique.

Input:
\( n \) low resolution frames

Variables:

- \( n \) is the number of frames in a given video
- \( \beta \) is the inter frame motion parameter for the given frame
- \( T \) is the threshold set to drop frames
- \( k, count \) are counters

Algorithm:

1. \( k = 1 \);
2. while \((k \leq n)\)
   3. if \( \beta(f_k) < T \)
      4. frame \( f_k \) considered for fusion;
      5. \( count = count + 1 \);
   6. else
      7. frame \( f_k \) dropped;
      8. if \( count = 1 \)
         9. bilinearly interpolate and save the frame;
      10. else
          11. if \( count < 5 \)
              12. fuse all the considered frames;
          13. elseif \( count > 5 \)
              14. fuse frames in sets of 5;
          15. end
      16. end
      17. count = 0;
   18. end
   19. \( k = k + 1 \);
30. end

Output:
super-resolved frames

Figure 3.7: Algorithm for adaptive fusion technique.
Chapter 4

Image Quality

4.1 Introduction

Image quality assessment refers to determining the degree or grade of merit which can be assigned to an image with respect to the amount of useful information present in it. Image quality assessment plays a key role in evaluating and optimizing image processing systems [57]. Given an image quality assessment system, it is expected that the measures used to assess the quality would follow visual perception characteristics.

Image quality metrics are of a significant importance in image processing applications as they can be used to:

(a) monitor and adjust the quality of an image under consideration. For example, during data collection in biometrics, images can be examined for quality before storing them in the database.

(b) optimize image processing algorithms. For example, algorithms can be designed based on image quality, which consider only good quality images for processing.

(c) compare and benchmark various image processing algorithms. For example, the performances of various algorithms can be compared, by evaluating the quality of the image reconstructed by them.
4.2 Image Quality Metrics

Based on the technique used, quality assessment can be classified into two groups: Subjective and Quantitative [58].

4.2.1 Subjective criteria or Human Visual System characteristics

If the final user of images are humans, most reliable assessment of image quality can be achieved by subjective rating of images by human observers. This task can be achieved in two ways: absolute evaluation, where an individual assesses the quality of an image by assigning to it a category in a given rating scale, or comparative evaluation, where a set of images are ranked from best to worst. Once an image is rated, the mean rating of a group of observers who evaluate the images is usually computed by the following equation:

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} s_k n_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k},
\]

where \( s_k \) is the score corresponding to the \( k^{th} \) rating and \( n_k \) refers to the number of observers with that rating and \( n \) represents the number of grades on the scale.

4.2.2 Quantitative criteria or Mathematically defined measures

As the name suggests, mathematically defined measures are employed for the task of image quality assessment in this class. Quantitative measures for image quality can be divided into two classes - univariate and bivariate - which are explained in the following sections. Graphical measures like histograms and Hosaka plots [59] can also be used for image quality measurement.

4.2.3 Significance of Quantitative Criteria

Subjective rating is affected by a number of criteria like viewing angles, level of expertise of the observers, and the type and range of images. With different criteria, subjective
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evaluation might produce different measurements results that are inconvenient to use. Also, it is observed that none of these complicated metrics have shown any clear advantage over the quantitative criterion [60].

Quantitative measures, on the other hand, are attractive as they are inexpensive, easy to calculate with low computational complexity, and are independent of viewing conditions of individual observers. Also, as they are standardized calculations, results obtained in different locations at different times are comparable.

4.3 Univariate Measures

Univariate measures assign a numerical value to a single image based upon the measurements of an image field. If the original image field in spatial domain can be represented as \( F(j, k) \) with a resolution of \( M \times N \) pixels, then a univariate quality rating may be expressed in general by equation (4.2):

\[
Q = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} O\{F(j, k)\},
\]

(4.2)

where \( O \) is any operator considered to compute the desired measure.

If \( z_i \) represents a random variable indicating intensity in an image, \( p(z) \) the histogram of the intensity levels in a region, \( L \) the number of possible intensity levels, then a sample list of univariate measures which calculate image quality based on textural content [61] are discussed below:

- Mean: Mean is the measure of average intensity in an image, represented by equation (4.3):

\[
m = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} z_i p(z_i).
\]

(4.3)

- \( n^{th} \) moment: The \( n^{th} \) moment about the mean can be represented by equation (4.4):

\[
\mu_n = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} (z_i - m)^n p(z_i).
\]

(4.4)

The \( n^{th} \) moment represents the variance of the intensity distribution for \( n = 2 \) and
skewness of the histogram for \( n = 3 \).

- **Standard deviation**: A measure of average contrast in an image is represented by standard deviation given by equation (4.5):

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\mu_2(z)}.
\]  

(4.5)

- **Smoothness**: The relative smoothness of the intensity in a region can be measured by equation (4.6):

\[
R = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + \sigma^2}.
\]  

(4.6)

The value of \( R \) is 0 for a region of constant intensity and approaches 1 for regions with large excursions in the values of its intensity levels.

- **Uniformity**: A measure of uniformity of the intensity values in an image can be given by equation (4.7):

\[
U = \frac{L-1}{\sum_{i=0}^{L-1} p^2(z_i)}.
\]  

(4.7)

- **Entropy**: The randomness of the intensity values in a given image can be measured by calculating the entropy, which is represented by equation (4.8):

\[
e = -\sum_{i=0}^{L-1} p(z_i) \log_2 p(z_i).
\]  

(4.8)

### 4.4 Bivariate Measures

Bivariate measures output a measure of quality by numerically comparing two different images, with one as a reference. These measures can be defined in either spatial or frequency domain. Based on the availability of a reference image, bivariate quality measurement approaches can be divided into *full reference techniques*, where a complete reference image is assumed to be known, and *no reference* or *blind quality assessment techniques*, where a reference image is not available.

If \( F(j, k) \) and \( F'(j, k) \) denote the original and reconstructed images with a resolution of \( M \times N \), a number of measures can be established to determine the closeness of the two images:
• Average Difference:

\[
AD = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F(j, k) - F'(j, k)]}{MN}.
\]  
(4.9)

• Structural Content:

\[
SC = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F(j, k)]^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F'(j, k)]^2}.
\]  
(4.10)

• Normalized Cross Correlation:

\[
NK = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} F(j, k)F'(j, k)}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F(j, k)]^2}.
\]  
(4.11)

• Correlation Quality:

\[
CQ = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} F(j, k)F'(j, k)}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} F(j, k)}.
\]  
(4.12)

• Maximum Difference:

\[
MD = \text{Max}\{|F(j, k) - F'(j, k)|\}.
\]  
(4.13)

• Image Fidelity:

\[
IF = 1 - \left(\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F(j, k) - F'(j, k)]^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F'(j, k)]^2}\right).
\]  
(4.14)
• Peak Mean Square Error:

\[
PMSE = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{[F(j, k) - F'(j, k)]^2}{\max\{F(j, k)\}^2}.
\]

(4.15)

• Normalized Absolute Error:

\[
NAE = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} F(j, k) - F'(j, k)}{|F(j, k)|}.
\]

(4.16)

• Normalized Mean Square Error:

\[
NMSE = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} [F(j, k) - F'(j, k)]^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} |F(j, k)|^2}.
\]

(4.17)

• \(L_p\) Norm:

\[
L_p = \left\{ \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} |F(j, k) - F'(j, k)|^p \right\}^{1/p}, \quad p = 1, 2, 3.
\]

(4.18)

An extensive survey and classification of quality measures was provided by Eskicioglu and Fisher [58]. A performance evaluation of quality measures was provided in [60] with an indication of NMSE, IF, NAE and \(L_p\) being the best set of measures to use for quality assessment. An extended list of image quality measures was presented in [62] by classifying measures based on various criteria. A universal quality index was proposed by Wang and Bovik [63], which does not depend on the images being tested or the viewing conditions. The system was trained using a set of good and bad images which was later used to grade previously unseen images based. No reference quality assessment was described in [64] and [65]. An image quality assessment based on structural similarity of images was proposed by Wang et. al [66]. A system to exclusively assess the quality of facial images was described in [67] but the metrics used were dependent more on the scene...
and photographic conditions rather than intrinsic image properties. Although a lot of research has been done to propose new quality metrics, it is always noted that the quality assessment largely depends on the application.

In this thesis, the image quality metrics were considered initially for the purpose of frame selection for fusion. It was observed that the univariate measures which captured the textural content of an image, were not effective in expressing the image degradation due to motion. Also, it was noticed that the bivariate image quality metrics did not reflect variations in magnitude which would be helpful in comparing images based on motion degradation. Thus, the image quality metrics were only considered whilst comparing the performances of the super-resolution techniques. For this purpose, Mean Square Error (MSE) was considered. MSE is the simplest and most widely used quality metric. Though its correlation with visual quality is low, MSE is appealing due to the following reasons:

- Simplicity of calculation.
- Clear physical meaning.
- Mathematically convenient in the context of optimization.
Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Database

The super-resolution techniques described in this work can be applied to any video sequence, but the research is mainly oriented towards extracting facial information from surveillance videos. Thus, a database which contains videos comparable to surveillance videos is required for performance evaluation purposes. To meet the requirement, the IIT-NRC facial video database [68] is considered in this thesis. Factors such as low resolution, motion blur, out-of-focus factor, variations in facial expressions and orientations and occlusions without being affected by illumination, make the videos of the database comparable to surveillance videos.

The database contains a set of brief, low-resolution video clips, each showing the face of a user sitting in front of a computer. Users exhibit a wide range of facial expressions and orientations, which are captured by a USB webcam mounted on the computer monitor. The video capture size is maintained at 160 × 120 pixels resulting in an inter-pupillary distance of about 12 pixels in the video. The database consists of two recordings for each of eleven individuals resulting in 22 videos, which were compressed with the AVI Intel codec.

Since the processing and evaluation of the techniques described in this work are frame-based, all the videos are first converted to sequences of frames. Four videos of the database, which are of a higher resolution compared to the rest of the dataset, have been resized to 160 × 120 pixels to maintain uniformity in evaluation. With each video clip recorded at a
rate of 20 frames per second and having a time duration of 10 to 15 seconds, the number of frames extracted from all the videos is over 6900.

For evaluating the performance of the techniques considered in this work, two evaluation schemes have been considered: quality metrics-based evaluation and match score-based evaluation. These evaluation schemes are explained in detail in Sections 5.2 and 5.4 respectively.

5.2 Quality Metrics-based Evaluation

The evaluation based on quality metrics, compares the performance of different techniques using Mean Square Error (MSE), the inter-frame motion parameter $\beta$, and the image quality metrics defined in the previous chapter. To compare the quality of a frame using some of the bivariate measures mentioned in Section 4.4, it is necessary to have a reference frame for comparison purposes.

Due to the very low resolution of the frames extracted from the videos and the lack of any ground truth data, it was necessary to resize the low resolution frames to the size of super-resolved frames. This was achieved by resizing all the frames using bi-cubic interpolation, forming a reference set. A reference set helps in forming a benchmark dataset, the performance of which can be used to compare the performances of the proposed technique. The process of selecting a reference frame, which corresponds exactly to a given super-resolved frame, is explained in the following section.

5.3 Reference Frames

Consider an SR frame $f'_k$, generated by using the super-resolution optical flow technique on 3 frames (SR3). If $f'_k$ is obtained by combining the information content present in the LR frames $\{f_{k-1}, f_k, f_{k+1}\}$, then the interpolated frame $b_k$ in the reference set is considered as the reference frame for $f'_k$. A similar consideration can be applied to an SR frame generated by the super-resolution optical flow technique using 5 frames (SR5). The interpolated frame $b_p$ is considered the reference frame for the SR frame $f'_p$ that is generated by combining the information content present in the LR frames $\{f_{p-2}, f_{p-1}, f_p, f_{p+1}, f_{p+2}\}$. Figure 5.1 illustrates the discussed concept.
As discussed earlier, in the case of the adaptive frame selection (AFS) technique it is possible to obtain an SR frame either by interpolation of a single LR frame, or by combining multiple LR frames. If an SR frame is obtained from a single frame $f_k$, the interpolated frame $b_k$ serves as the reference frame. On the other hand, if a frame is obtained by combining the information in the LR frames $\{f_k, f_{k+1}, \ldots, f_p\}$, then the interpolated frame $b_r$ is used as reference, where $r$ could be either $\lfloor (k + p)/2 \rfloor$ or $\lceil (k + p)/2 \rceil$.

### 5.4 Match Score based Evaluation

It was suggested in [69] that the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves can be effectively used for the performance evaluation of video surveillance systems. In this thesis, performance evaluation is reported using ROC curves and hit rates. Some of the preliminary tasks required for such evaluation are listed in the following sections.

#### 5.4.1 Gallery and Probe Sets

The frames in the database (gallery) that correspond to the distinctive identity of an individual are considered as gallery frames. Creation of the gallery is performed by considering frames which contain maximum facial information. Such frames are selected
by the following visual criteria: *availability of full-frontal facial pose of the individual, no motion blur* and *no occlusions.*

The frames which need to be compared with gallery frames, to verify the identity of an individual present in them, are considered as probe frames. The verification of identity is based on the match score generated by a comparison of the two frames (probe with gallery). In this work, all the SR frames generated by the various techniques are considered as probe frames.

### 5.4.2 Template Generation

Template generation is the process of extracting feature sets of interest from an image and associating a label to the identity of an individual, before storing it in a database. These templates could later be used for comparing probe frames and establish their identities. Template generation occurs only if a face can be successfully detected and the features can be extracted from a considered frame. Main reasons for a failure to generate the templates are: motion blur, artifacts, large variation in pose or orientation, occlusions and a large distance from the camera. In this work, the task of template generation was performed using the Identix G6 FaceIt SDK [70].

### 5.4.3 Score Generation

For this database, given the set of videos \( \{V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4, ..., V_{22}\} \), the set of frames extracted from a given video \( V_k \) can be represented by \( F^k = \{f^k_1, f^k_2, f^k_3, ..., f^k_p\} \), where \( p \) denotes the number of frames extracted from the video. It is to be noted that the number of frames extracted from a given video is not constant for all the videos as they are not of the same time duration. The gallery frames which represent the identities present in the database are denoted by \( \{G_1, G_2, G_3, ..., G_{22}\} \). For every \( i^{th} \) frame in a given video \( V_j \), denoted by \( f^j_i \), a score is generated by comparing it with a given gallery frame \( G_r \). The score \( S \) for such comparison is denoted by \( S(G_r, f^j_i) \). The Identix G6 FaceIt SDK [70] was used for score generation.
5.4.4 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves

A score $S(G_r, f_j^i)$ is called a genuine score if it is generated by comparing a probe frame with a gallery frame containing the true identity of the individual present in the frame. All other comparisons yield impostor scores. If a genuine score falls below a specified threshold it is counted as a false reject. On the other hand, if an impostor score exceeds the threshold, it is counted as a false accept. For varying thresholds, False Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR) are calculated by the following expressions:

$$FAR = \frac{\text{Number of false accepts}}{\text{Number of impostor scores}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

$$FRR = \frac{\text{Number of false rejects}}{\text{Number of genuine scores}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

When the FAR and FRR error rates are plotted for various threshold values, the resulting curve is called a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

5.4.5 Identification

In the identification process, the scores obtained by comparing a given frame $f_k$ with all the gallery frames, are first sorted in descending order. Then, if one of the top $K$ scores of the sorted score set relate to the true identity of the individual present in that frame, then it is labeled as a hit, else a miss. Once the number of hits for all the frames in a video are available, the hit rate is calculated by the following equation:

$$\text{Hit Rate} = \frac{\text{Number of hits in a given video}}{\text{Number of total frames in the video}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

5.5 Fusion

Based on the type and amount of biometric data available, information fusion, which improves performance of a biometric system, can be carried out at multiple levels. Figure 5.2 shows the various levels of fusion possible in a biometric system. A detailed description of various fusion schemes possible in a biometric system and their classifications are provided in [71]. In this work, two significant levels, image-level and score-level fusion schemes are considered.
5.5.1 Image-Level Fusion

As it is usually considered that the raw biometric data obtained from an individual contains maximum information, it can be expected to improve performance by fusion of the data at the sensor or image level. Image-level fusion in this work refers to the fusion of information available through all the frames extracted from the videos. This can be considered as an example of combining information through multiple samples using a single sensor. This level of fusion occurs before matching is performed.

To evaluate the performance of image level fusion, the SR frames generated by all three techniques (SR3, SR5, AFS) are matched with gallery frames. The resulting scores are compared with the scores obtained by matching LR frames with the gallery frames. As template generation is not feasible using the LR frame set, the reference set is used to provide a benchmark.

5.5.2 Score-Level Fusion

In score-level fusion, the match score outputs of multiple biometric matchers can be fused to generate a new match score. Such fused scores can be used to make an identity decision in a biometric module. Score-level fusion is easy to perform when compared to image-level fusion. In this work, score-level fusion can be considered as the fusion of
match scores corresponding to the reference frames which are used for obtaining an SR frame.

The *sum rule* for score-level fusion is used in this work. If frames \( \{ f_1, f_2, ..., f_n \} \) are used to obtain an SR frame, the scores \( \{ S_1, S_2, ..., S_n \} \) obtained by matching the \( n \) frames with gallery frames are fused together by the sum rule, which is given by equation (5.4).

\[
S_{sum} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i.
\] (5.4)

### 5.6 Results for IIT-NRC Database

From the extracted LR frames, SR frames are generated using the three different techniques studied in this thesis: SR3, SR5, and AFS. The number of frames generated by SR3 and SR5 techniques are 6902 and 6858, respectively. The number of frames obtained by the AFS process is 1427. As the AFS technique only considers those frames which have a value of the motion parameter below a fixed threshold, the number of frames generated by this technique is fewer than the other two methods.

#### 5.6.1 Image-Level Fusion

The ROC curves obtained by matching the SR frames generated by each process with the gallery frames are shown in Figure 5.3. The ROC curves and the Equal Error Rates (EER) reveal that the matching performance is high for the AFS technique when compared to SR3 and SR5 techniques. This supports the initial hypothesis that the elimination of frames degraded due to motion would lead to frames which contain maximum information. The presence of artifacts in SR3 and SR5 lowers the performance of the two techniques. As the number of artifacts occurring in SR3 is lower, its performance is higher than SR5.

It is noticed that apart from the performance gain, the computational cost is greatly reduced by employing AFS technique for super-resolving frames. AFS technique outputs a better performance, by fusing comparatively fewer frames and negates the necessity of redundant fusion of successive frames.

Identification rates are calculated using all the frames, generated by the three techniques, for a given video. Figure 5.4 shows the identification rates for all three techniques, with a comparison provided by the same analysis performed on the reference set (bicubic...
Figure 5.3: ROC curves of various processes for matching experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equal Error Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFS : 22.0155 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR3 : 22.6223 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR5 : 25.0431 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference : 21.7104 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The results show that AFS and bicubic interpolation techniques have better performances when compared to SR3 and SR5. For most videos, the performance of AFS is highest, with a comparable performance by the bicubic interpolation technique. As discussed earlier, the performances of SR3 and SR5 are affected by the presence of artifacts. Some of the frames reconstructed by these techniques produce faces in which the facial features are heavily degraded, reducing the identification performance.

To understand the variations in the identification rates across videos, it was necessary to observe an intrinsic property of a video which varied according to the ambient conditions present in the video. For this purpose, the mean value of $\beta$ for a given video was observed. It is noticed that the identification rate for a given video for the AFS set is inversely related to the mean value of $\beta$ for the frames for that video, as shown in Figure 5.5. This proves the effectiveness of $\beta$, supporting the hypothesis that if motion degradation occurs in a video, the identification task becomes challenging. The hit rates for AFS are higher than

Figure 5.4: Identification rates for all the videos in the database.
the other techniques for videos whose $\beta$ values are high. A large mean $\beta$ value for a video indicates that the constituent frames contain large displacements or motion. Thus, from this experiment, it is inferred that when a video is heavily degraded by motion, the identification performance for such a video is improved by employing the AFS technique compared to the other techniques.

![Figure 5.5: Mean values of $\beta$ for a given video.](image.png)

### 5.6.2 Score-Level Fusion

Score-level fusion is performed by fusing the match scores of all the reference frames corresponding to the LR frames used for image-level fusion. This procedure is repeated for all three techniques (SR3, SR5, AFS). Figure 5.6 shows the results obtained. The ROC curve of the bicubic interpolation is shown in the figure to provide a baseline for comparing the techniques.

From the results, it is observed that score-level fusion improves the performance of all three techniques compared to the corresponding image-level fusion schemes. Another crucial observation in the score-level fusion experiment is that the order of performances of the three techniques is reversed when compared to image-level fusion. The aforementioned
Figure 5.6: ROC curves using the score-level fusion for the three techniques. The ROC curve of the bicubic interpolation technique, is used for reference purposes.
observations could be related to the relative magnitude of match scores corresponding to the reference frames used for fusion. Even if only a subset of frames used for fusion have high match score values, this would heavily impact the final fused score. Such an impact could be large enough to negate the performance degradation due to super-resolution artifacts.

In the case of AFS, the component match scores corresponding to individual frames will be comparable, and thus do not yield higher levels of performance compared to that of SR3 and SR5.

5.7 Need for a different database

To compare the results of super-resolution, it is necessary to have a baseline. Most of the work on super-resolution in the literature report the performance by using a high resolution database. The high-resolution frames are first downsampled and then the downsampled frames are super-resolved. This gives a reference set of frames (the high-resolution images) which can be used to evaluate the performance of the super-resolved frames. In the case of the IIT-NRC database, it was not possible to perform such down-sampling due to the poor resolution of the frames to begin with.

For this purpose, a set of videos were collected at West Virginia University (WVU), under a controlled environment. A set of seven videos, one recording for each of seven different individuals, were obtained using a Logitech webcam, captured at a rate of 15 frames per second and a spatial resolution of $320 \times 240$ pixels. To maintain uniformity in movement across all the individuals, a protocol was designed which required the individual to narrate their name, and then move swiftly toward the left and right directions within a short period of time. This helps in capturing small and large motion displacements in a single video.

Since the WVU database allows the calculation of bivariate measures, quality assessment results are also reported on this database.
5.8 Results on the WVU Database

More than 850 frames were extracted from the videos, each having a resolution of $320 \times 240$, to form the reference set. An averaging process was used to convert the frames to a $160 \times 120$ pixel resolution. Super-resolution processes were applied on this low-resolution set to obtain the SR3, SR5, and AFS sets.

The number of LR frames was 859, with the number of frames generated by SR3 and SR5 techniques being 845 and 831, respectively. The number of frames generated by the AFS technique was 139. As explained earlier, since the AFS technique selects only those frames having small $\beta$ values, the number of frames generated by this technique is low.

5.8.1 Image Level Fusion

Figure 5.7 shows the ROC curves for all three techniques with a baseline provided by the reference frame set. Results show that the order of performances of the three techniques are the same as that of the IIT-NRC database. Two significant observations are made regarding the performance of the AFS technique in this particular evaluation, which are listed below.

The performance of the AFS technique is very high when compared to the SR3 and SR5 techniques. In the IIT-NRC database, the performance of AFS was comparable to SR3 and SR5, but the ROC curves were not largely separated from each other. The reason for this improved performance in the WVU database is related with the inter-pupillary distances of the individuals. The inter-pupillary distance remains constant throughout the video in the WVU database whereas it is not constant in the IIT-NRC database. This reduces the performance of the individual techniques in the IIT-NRC database. Also, the videos in the IIT-NRC database had other conditions affecting the performance like multiple poses, varying expressions, etc. Figure 5.8 shows the variation of the inter-pupillary distance in the IIT-NRC database and Figure 5.9 shows a sample set of frames which depict the constancy of the inter-pupillary distance in the WVU database.

It is noticed that the Equal Error Rate for the AFS technique is zero. Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show the distributions of genuine and impostor scores for various techniques. For the AFS technique, it is seen that the distributions are clearly separated. In the cases of SR3 and SR5, an overlap between the scores is noticed. The high perfor-
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Figure 5.7: ROC curves for various techniques using the WVU database.

Figure 5.8: Variation in inter-pupillary distance in the IIT-NRC database.

Figure 5.9: Constancy in inter-pupillary distance in the WVU database.
mance of the AFS technique in this database can be attributed to the small size of the database.

Figure 5.10: Distribution of genuine and impostor scores generated by using the AFS technique.

To justify the high performance of the AFS technique, ROC curves were plotted for two cases based on the frames used for fusion:

(a) frame set selected by the AFS technique, and
(b) the set of reference frames manually selected by a human corresponding to less motion displacements.

Figure 5.13 shows the ROC plots obtained for both the sets. The results show that the performances of both cases are comparable and thus proves the efficiency of the AFS technique in selecting frames with less motion.

Figure 5.14 shows the hit-rates plotted for every video in the WVU database and Figure 5.15 shows the mean values of β for the corresponding video. Results indicate that the hit-rates are inversely related to the mean values of β. This proves the earlier stated inference that whenever the mean value of β is high, the identification rate of the AFS technique is higher than the other two techniques. This also supports the earlier
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of genuine and impostor scores generated by using the SR3 technique.

Figure 5.12: Distribution of genuine and impostor scores generated by using the SR5 technique.
Figure 5.13: ROC curves indicating the performance of image level fusion when (a) AFS is used to select the frames, and (b) the frames manually selected.
stated observation that the using the AFS technique yields the best performance when the motion component is high in a video. Thus, it can be stated that the AFS technique is very suitable for super-resolution applications in surveillance video.

![Identification rates for each video in the WVU database.](image)

Figure 5.14: Identification rates for each video in the WVU database.

For evaluating the three techniques using quality metrics, the MSE values are used. A given super-resolved frame is compared with its reference frame to generate the MSE value. Only those super-resolved frames which correspond to the frame set generated by AFS technique are considered from the SR3 and SR5 sets.

After obtaining the MSE values, the difference between the MSE values of AFS and SR3, and AFS and SR5 are plotted. If a point in the difference plots lies below the horizontal axis, it indicates that the AFS technique results in a frame of better quality. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show that the quality of images reconstructed using the AFS technique is generally higher compared to the SR3 and SR5 techniques. It is to be noted that, although the process used to reconstruct the frames are the same in all three techniques,
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5.8.2 Score-Level Fusion

The ROC curves for score-level fusion in the WVU database are shown in Figure 5.18. It is again noted that the performance of the three techniques are improved compared to that of image-level fusion. This suggests the possibility of using score-level fusion to improve matching performance while reducing computation time compared to image level fusion.

Another observation made in this case is that the order of performances of the three techniques is the same as the image-level fusion. However, this was not the case for the IIT-NRC database. This is caused by two factors: first, the smaller number of identities in the WVU database, and second, the relatively less variation of the inter-pupillary distances in the WVU database.
Figure 5.16: Difference in MSE values between AFS and SR3 techniques.

Figure 5.17: Difference in MSE values between AFS and SR5 techniques.
Figure 5.18: ROC curves for the score-level fusion scheme in the WVU database.
Chapter 6

Thesis Contributions and Future Work

6.1 Thesis Contributions

Super-resolution is an important image processing technique to extract maximum information from a low-resolution image. This thesis explored the applicability of super-resolution techniques exclusively for manipulating facial information from low-resolution surveillance videos.

The super-resolution optical flow technique, which can be effectively used for human faces in low resolution videos, was found to be a good candidate for super-resolving images in the above defined problem domain. However, a practical implementation of the technique on a low-resolution video database suggested that degradation due to large motion was a significant drawback.

It was desired to develop a technique that could eliminate the motion degradation effect, which is of crucial importance in surveillance videos. An adaptive frame selection technique was proposed in this thesis, which proves that the artifacts occurring due to motion degradation can be successfully eliminated by assessing the motion contained in successive frames and eliminating certain frames. It was also observed that due to the effective elimination of frames which would cause a decrease in performance, the quality of the reconstructed frame is improved.

The experiments in the thesis also support the applicability of adaptive frame selection
for identification purposes, especially in cases where motion plays a significant role. Since
the adaptive frame selection technique results in better identification rates, the usage of
this technique for low-resolution surveillance videos is recommended.

Another benefit of adopting this work lies in the fact that the frames which are elimi-
nated typically correspond to large changes in scene or pose. This could help in automatic-
ically selecting templates with high intra-class variations. Other important advantages of
the adaptive frame selection technique are that it is computationally inexpensive and less
time consuming compared to other techniques.

It was noticed that the quality of the output image generated by adaptive fusion
technique is better than that of the other two considered techniques. This thesis presents
a prefatory effort towards mathematically formulating motion between two successive
frames using optical flow matrices. Effective calculations of motion is of major significance
in various image processing tasks. Apart from the adaptive technique to fuse frames, this
thesis also compares the performance of image-level and score-level fusion schemes in the
realm of low resolution facial images. Results show that score-level fusion performs better
than image-level fusion.

6.2 Future Work

The effect of threshold selection for selecting frames has to be studied in detail. Also,
the effectiveness of the value of $\beta$ needs to be computed by comparing the quality of
frames reconstructed by using a particular value of $\beta$ with that of the visually assessed
quality of the frames.

Various mathematical techniques could be explored for calculation of $\beta$ after the optical
flow between images is computed. Also, results can be reported using various other
databases and then performances could be compared to support the current inferences.
Work could be carried out to estimate 3D motion such as yaw, pitch or roll occurring
between successive frames, based on optical flow matrices.

Also, apart from the sum rule for score-level fusion the effect of using other fusion
rules like min rule, max rule etc. can be studied.
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